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Dear Colleagues!

Our Fund addresses its programs to communities, to the level of small towns and vil�
lages, where the majority of our country's population lives and where all the most
pressing environmental, economic and social challenges of modern Russia are con�
centrated.

Our key objective is to bring people together through practical projects and inspire
their creative and civic involvement and also channel their energy toward constructive
activities to improve their living and working conditions. We try to structure our work
in such a way so as to encourage community members to generate new project ideas
in partnership with local government and business based on the principles of sus�
tainable development.

That is why in 2011, we focused on upgrading our information and communications
capacity to ensure better collaboration with our partners in communities – from
government officials and professionals to active local citizens. This concerned, pri�
marily, our web portal Municipal and the thematic community of the same name,
whose members, among other possibilities, receive consultation support and take
part in the discussion of current community development issues, search for and find
base documents and share best local practices; the series of multi�media manuals
Municipal; the electronic journal Local Sustainable Development; and the regular and
virtual (on the Internet) practical workshops (webinars).

Many members of local communities are positively disposed and creative personali�
ties. To promote the progress of our society toward responsible sustainable develop�
ment it is our duty to provide at least some support to those who have constructive
ideas, help them develop feasible project proposals and make sure that the best of
these are carried out in practice.

FUND FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:  2011 ANNUAL REPORT

О. FOKIN,

FSD Executive Director
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THE FUND 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The Fund for Sustainable Development (FSD) is an independent, non�
governmental and non�profit Russian fund created to promote regional
and community sustainable development through concrete projects
addressing environmental, social and economic issues in communities
across the Russian Federation.

Pursuant to its mission, FSD carries out the following activities:

1. Grantmaking, including the development and support of activities and
training in the sphere of regional sustainable development, conserva�
tion, environmental education and citizen participation in local self�
government processes;

2. Collection and dissemination of information on best practices of proj�
ects aimed at sustainable regional and community development and
promotion of environmental health and biodiversity preservation;

3. Educational, consultative and communications activities and technical
support on issues related to municipal governance and sustainable
community development. 

FSD works on projects and programs with support from Russian and inter�
national donors in the following areas:

• Support to civic initiatives to address local issues

• Energy and resource saving

• Conservation and sustainable nature management

• Environmental and public health

• Education and youth development

The core principles of FSD work include transparency, openness, partner�
ship development, goal�oriented activities and achievement of sustainable
project results.

FSD Expertise 

The Fund for Sustainable Development has brought together professionals
who have been managing socio�environmental projects since 1997. The
expertise of this team is based on community development approaches
and techniques tested under a number of programs, including the ROLL
Program (Replication of Lessons Learned), the Targeted Grants Program
in Support of Environmentally Responsible Small Businesses, CDSP (Com�
munity Development Support Program), Amur Initiative and others.

Starting from 2005, FSD has successfully completed 15 socially oriented
programs with financial support from the United States Agency for
International Development and Russian and international businesses, such
as SUAL, BP, EuroChem, CITI, TNK�BP and United Technologies. It actively
collaborates with corporate foundations (Alcoa Foundation and Citi Found�
ation), the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN),

«In 2012 the world will mark the 20th anniversary of
the UN Conference on Environment and Development,
the largest forum of the 20th century that announced
the transition to sustainable development as the goal of
modern civilization. The new United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development, or RIO+20, will be held in
the same city of Brazil and will be based on the same
principles motivated by the social and environmental
crisis, which has not only not subsided, but has been
further complicated by the financial and economic cri�
sis that seems to be of a prolonged and permanent
nature. Like at the second conference that took place
ten years ago in Johannesburg 10 years after the first
conference in Rio de Janeiro, the international commu�
nity is still compelled to admit that the global advance
to sustainable development is insufficient, moreover, it
is still difficult to answer the question in what direction
our civilization is moving: toward sustainability or in the
opposite direction.

Many real achievements in the transition to sustainable
development are taking place not on a global or nation�
al level, but on a local, municipal level. That is where tan�
gible measures are taken to save energy and water and
to reduce impacts on ecosystems thanks to household
waste recycling. However, the main thing is that this is
the place where the people's thinking is changing and
where environmental awareness is increasing. If the
number of such communities continues to grow, this will
in the end lead to qualitative changes that will bring
about global changes, those that seemed so close 20
years ago, but turned out to be quite difficult to achieve.»

V. DANILOV�DANILYAN, 

Corresponding Member of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Director of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Water Problems and Chairman of FSD
Board of Directors 
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ABOUT FSD

Russian government philanthropic organizations (Moscow House of Public
Organizations, Moscow Philanthropic Board and the National Health League
Charitable Foundation).

From 1997 through 2011, over 650 concrete projects for an amount of
nearly $15 million were fulfilled under FSD management practically in all
regions of Russia.

FSD has a network of partner regional centers across the country in the
cities of Yekaterinburg, Ulan�Ude, Nizhny Novgorod and Khabarovsk that
take an active part in on�site project management.

FSD Steering Committee:

V. V. Posner, journalist

I. Y. Yurgens, Chairman of the Board of the Institute of Contemporary
Development

John Dooley, Justice, Vermont Supreme Court; President, Russian�
American Rule�of�Law Consortium, USA

«I have been well acquainted with the team that is now
working at the Fund for Sustainable Development since
the time when they were with the ROLL Program
(1997�2005). Thanks to their activities, a multitude of
projects benefiting the country's natural environment
was fulfilled in Russia's regions during these years.
I think that it is very important that regardless of all
the good and bad things that are happening around us,
the Fund for Sustainable Development is continuing with
its activities in a quite sustainable manner. I hope that in
the future it will be able to raise new resources and keep
on with the national geography of its projects.»

A. KAUMOV, 

Chairman of Dront Ecological Center Board, 
member of FSD Advisory Committee

FSD Board of Directors:

V. I.  Danilov�Danilian, Chairman of FSD Board of Directors,  Director of
the Russian Academy of Sciences Institute of Water Problems, Moscow.

Sheldon Bennett, Principal at Board Solutions Co., Моscow.

L. S.  Vindman, Managing Partner, Tungsten Capital Advisors,  Frankfurt
am Main, Germany.

A. N. Kosarikov, Head of Research, Environmental Projects Consulting
Institute, Nizhny Novgorod.

V. M. Tarbaeva, Deputy Head of  the Saint Petersburg and Leningradsky
district branch of the All�Russian Society of Nature Protection (VOOP),
St. Petersburg.

S. G. Shapkhaev, Director of Buryatia Regional Association on Lake
Baikal, Ulan�Ude.

Barbara Felitti, Founder and Owner, Barbara Felitti Consulting, LLC,
Montpelier, Vermont, USA.

Carol Pierstorff, Senior Environmental Advisor, Energy Markets Group
(EMG), Washington, DC, USA.

A. B. Levintal, Deputy Plenipotentiary  of the RF President in the Russian
Far East Administrative District, Khabarovsk.

M. B. Kupchik, Director of Representative Office of the International
Company Delivery World Limited (United Arab Emirates), Moscow.

O. S. Fokin, Executive Director of  the Fund for Sustainable Development,
Moscow.



In 2011, the FSD team actively participated in a number of events:

Маy 2011

The Sixth Annual Conference on Sustainable Development,
Rational Nature Use and Health Technologies in Tula

For the sixth time this traditional event was organized in Tula by the local
regional branch of the Environmental Policy and Culture Center, a national
NGO. The conference was held from May 22 through May 29 at three loca�
tions: in Tula, Moscow and St. Petersburg. Though these three phases of
the conference were devoted to different subjects, all were united by the
concept of sustainable development. The 50 participants in the conference
(government officials and representatives of the business community, civil
society, science and culture) included representatives from the United
States, Ukraine and Byelorussia. 

September 2011

FSD was Among the Organizers of the Eleventh National Municipal
Reform Support Forum

In the course of the past 10 years, the Forum has been the site where
experts and practical workers in the sphere of municipal governance, local
self�government and sustainable community development share their ideas
and findings.

The Forum, held in Anapa, Krasnodar Krai, on September 19�23, was
organized by the State Management University, the Association of State
and Municipal Governance NGOs, the Fund for Sustainable Development
and the Regional Development Agency LLC. It was attended by over 80
government officials and representatives of local self�government and edu�
cational, academic, consulting and non�profit organizations and other
stakeholders.

The Forum included a plenary meeting «Development of federal and region�
al legislation regulating local self�government and its practice: status, chal�
lenges, expectations and prospects» and a conference «Municipal
Governance: Practice and Innovative Development».

October 2011

Corporate Environmental Responsibility: Experience and Practicе
Conference

The conference was organized by the journal Business and Society with
support from Alcoa Company and PwC. The attendees – entrepreneurs,
government officials, journalists, experts and staff of non�profit and public
organizations – examined a whole range of issues related to environmental
responsibility. 

The two�year program Responsible Water Resources Management for
Sustainable Development managed by the Fund for Sustainable Develop�
ment with support from Alcoa Foundation was presented at the conference
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2011 FACTS AND EVENTS

R. Butovsky and E. Milanova, Fund for Sustainable
Development, made presentations on the results of the
Fund's activities carried out in communities where  local
sustainable development initiatives were implemented
in response to global challenges
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2011 FACTS AND EVENTS

as an example of an environmentally responsible effort. Elena Bondarchuk,
FSD projects manager, described the progress of the program aimed at
devising actionable solutions in the sphere of water management and
increasing awareness about sustainable water management. The confer�
ence participants stressed the need to hold such conferences on an annu�
al basis.

In September and November 2011, the Fund for Sustainable
Development organized practical seminars – Local Self�
Government and Municipal Governance – for beginner leaders and
professionals in this field

The seminars were intended for heads of municipalities and local adminis�
trations, municipal officials, deputies of municipal executive bodies, NGO
staff and other stakeholders.

The goal of the seminars was to introduce the attendees to a systemic com�
prehension of local self�government as a form of public and municipal gov�
ernance; and to a practical utilization of municipal governance technologies.

The attendees included representatives of Kaluga, Smolensk, Murmansk
and Moscow oblasts and university professors and instructors from Penza
and Irkutsk.

The attendees received certificates of training and noted that the seminars
were highly informative and timely.

November 2011

The joint program of the Fund for Sustainable Development 
and Citi Company «Improving Communities Right Now!» became
the winner of the Fourth Annual National Contest of Programs
«Corporate Leaders in Philanthropy»

On November 18, 2011, at a prize�awarding ceremony, the winners of the
Fourth Annual National Survey «2011 Corporate Leaders in Philanthropy»
received their awards.

Citi Company became the winner of a special nomination from the RF
Ministry of Economic Development for its program «Improving Communi�
ties Right Now!» fulfilled from 2008 through 2010 jointly with the Fund for
Sustainable Development that was defined as promoting community devel�
opment and improving the social climate in the region of the company's
presence.

Another FSD partner, Alcoa Russia,  became the leader in the 2011 ranking
of 50�odd participants, rising seven points as compared with last year and
increasing its charitable spending by 1.5 times – up to 36.6 million rubles.
Alcoa Company is a longtime partner of the Fund for Sustainable Develop�
ment in a whole range of programs carried out in the Russian Federation.

Oleg Fokin, executive director of the Fund for
Sustainable Development and Galina Grigoryeva, Alcoa
Foundation programs coordinator for Russia, hold
awards intended for the winners of the contest «2011
Corporate Leaders in Philanthropy»
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FSD PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS 
IMPLEMENTED IN 2011

In 2011, FSD officially completed work on one of its major programs Community
Development Support Program (2006�2011), having successfully disseminated best
community development practices in the course of  implementing 125 practical proj�
ects in 60 municipalities located in 15 regions of the Russian Federation, primarily in
the Russian Far East and Northern Caucasus. Over one million Russian citizens ben�
efited from this program.

Immediately after, the Fund began work on a new three�year Community Development
Support Program Based on Information and Communication Technologies (CDSP�ICT)
in the Russian Federation to continue the dissemination of both innovative and proven
models of community development throughout the Russian Federation. The program
promotes the use of ICT by municipalities in Russia for broader and more efficient
civic engagement and for supporting growing civil society development and sustain�
able community development. One project contest has already taken place under the
Program (10 winners) with the next being announced.

Information and communication technologies began to be actively introduced in FSD
practical activities. Regular thematic webinars and video conferences were conduct�
ed with the participation of the staff of FSD and its Regional Centers, local partner
organizations and experts in the discussed fields.

The web portal Municipal was considerably upgraded and remains a place where
experts and practical workers in the area of municipal governance share their ideas
on sustainable development and the dissemination of best community development
practices.

In 2011, FSD began work on CITI Foundation projects Promoting Sustainable Development in Russia and
Small Business Development in Local Communities and also on Alcoa Foundation Program «Youth Votes for
Health!» Besides these, the Advancing Sustainability Fellowships Program Responsible Management of
Water Resources for Sustainable Development is being successfully continued in Moscow Oblast and
Samara with financial support from the ALCOA Foundation. These programs have already made important
contributions to the sustainable development of local communities in many regions of the European part of
Russia (Moscow, Ryazan, Leningradskaya, Samara and other).

11.91%
Environment and public health programs

46.93%
Community development support programs aimed
at addressing environmental, social and economic
concerns in municipalities

10.11%
Small business support programs

31.05%
Mass public education 
programs, including for youth

R. BUTOVSKY, 

FSD Program Director
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CDSP� ICT PROGRAM

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT PROGRAM
BASED ON INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES (CDSP�ICT)

The CDSP�ICT Program (2011�2014) builds on the Community Development Support Program
(CDSP) successfully fulfilled by the Fund for Sustainable Development in 2006�2011.

The Program is aimed at supporting community development through public participation in con�
crete projects in a dialogue with local government.

The key goal of the Program is to disseminate both innovative and proven models of community
development throughout the Russian Federation. The Program will ensure the use of ICT  for attain�
ing the goal of the Program.

Core CDSP�ICT Program objectives:

• To engage local citizens in addressing local needs through a series of targeted grants focused
on energy efficiency, local economic development, waste management, public health, small
business development, social assistance and natural resources management;

• To design and introduce energy saving instruments and resources, as
well as mechanisms allowing municipalities to reinvest energy savings
into local development programs;

• To promote public participation in replicating best local self�governing
practices;

• To use ICT as a catalyst that can build on ongoing democratic process�
es in communities;

• To help citizens to communicate more effectively within municipal
communities and with local governments and broaden participation in
decision�making regarding community development;

• To replicate best community development practices through ICT.

The CDSP�ICT Program consists of the following components:

• Grant�making in selected communities;
• Dissemination of best community development practices;
• Training for sustainable community development; 
• Introduction of ICT into community life.

The CDSP�ICT Program was launched in September 2011 in the format of a webinar Introduction of
Best Community Energy�Efficiency Practices. The participants in the webinar – power engineers,
municipal officials and representatives of businesses operating in this area and NGOs from
Moscow, Khabarovsk, Ulan�Ude, Yekaterinburg and Nizhny Novgorod – shared ideas and put forth
their proposals on energy�efficiency issues to be addressed by the projects of the first grant�round
of the program.

As a result of a contest of energy�efficiency projects held in the autumn of 2011, 10 winner proj�
ects were successfully launched.

A. Shushakov, deputy head of the Ural Energy�Efficiency
and Ecology Center discusses technical issues related
to the installation of SART in the heating system of
Kindergarten # 56 with its deputy director

PROGRAM 
FUNDING:

PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT:
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RESPONSIBLE WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

PROGRAM 
FUNDING:

PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT:

The Responsible Water Resources Management for Sustainable Development Program was developed and
is being fulfilled by the Fund for Sustainable Development in partnership with the Institute of Water Problems
of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Moscow) and the Education Center for Ecology and Safety (Samara)
with financial support from the Alcoa Foundation. This three�year effort is carried out in regions of Alcoa
presence (Samara City and Region and Moscow) under the global program of Alcoa Foundation
Sustainability Research Innovative Partnerships for Actionable Solutions.

The program team includes leading researchers from Moscow State University Institute of State
Administration and Samara Technological University in the field of water resources management and indus�
trial effluent treatment and heads and senior staff of environmental organizations and the administration of
Samara Oblast.

The goal of the program is to increase awareness among decision�makers and the public about newly devel�
oped water management models and mechanisms on a federal, regional and local level. The program is
aimed at applying new approaches to research and introducing improved water resources practices to
achieve practical results.

«The goal of the Responsible Water Resources Management for
Sustainable Development Program is to offer organizations and decision�
makers on all regulative levels new instruments and mechanisms of social�
ly responsible water resources management and increase public aware�
ness about these mechanisms.» 

Prof. D. PRYAZHINSKAYA, 

Chief Researcher at the RAS Institute of Water Problems and coordinator
of the Responsible Water Resources Management for Sustainable
Development project 

Round table in the city of Pereslavl�Zalessky to discuss
the participation of citizens, the Lake Pleshcheevo
National Park, the city administration and the legislative
assembly in seeking socially responsible solutions to the
city's water issues, June 2011

The program includes studies in the field of water resources management
in Russia; introduction of multi�level management models; research of oily
waste phyto cleaning to minimize its impact on the environment; and con�
servation activities at water bodies. The outcomes of program research
and studies in the form of guidelines, reviews, courses of lectures and
seminars on the topics of the program were presented to the scientific
community and broad public in Russia at 4 international, national, region�
al and local conferences, 3 seminars, 3 round tables and at educational
institutions. 

During the year, two training courses Sustainable Water Management and
Modern Oily Industrial Waste Cleaning Technologies intended for students
of additional higher education in Samara Oblast were developed and will
be included in 2012 in the curricula of Samara State Technical University
(SamGTU), Togliatti Polytechnic University and the Education Center of
Ecology and Safety. Three seminars were conducted for students and
industrial ecologists on these topics.
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RESPONSIBLE WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Winners of young researchers' contest «Modern Oily
Industrial Waste Cleaning Technologies», May 2011

Special courses for students of Moscow State University (MGU) Institute
of Government Administration were updated: Introduction to Modern
Resources Management, Water Resources Conservation and the Basics of
Environmental Sciences.

Contests of research papers by graduate students of SamGTU and MGU on
the topics «Modern Oily Industrial Waste Cleaning Technologies» and
«Water Resources Management for Sustainable Development» were held,
in which nine students and young scientists became the winners in 2011.

A sociological survey Citizens' Water Perception was conducted among
Samara students, citizens and professionals. Proposals were developed on
forming an efficient public information resource on the status of the
regional environment to be available on the website Green Samara.

The partner program provides opportunities for the participation of Alcoa
volunteers from the Samara Metallurgical Plant in practical actions to
preserve the natural water bodies in the region and city. Thus, 50 volun�
teers, together with the pupils from partner schools ## 162, 147 and 150
and students from SamGTU, worked to clean and maintain local springs.

The effective collaboration of academic and public organizations helps to
increase public awareness about rational water management issues in the
country and to better inform professional stakeholders and the population
about new approaches to addressing water problems. The program
employs modern information technologies: a specially created program
website (http://acqua.municipal�sd.ru); partner websites and portals:
(http://fund�sd.ru; http://www.iwp.ru; http://www.eco�prof.ru); and FSD
electronic journal: (www.fsdejournal.ru).

To inform the international community about the results of the program
that is continuing in 2012, a web page was opened at the site of the
Institute of International Education: (http://www.iie.org/Programs/Alcoa�
Foundation�Advancing�Sustainability�Research).

«The Program helps form environmentally
responsible attitudes among citizens to water as
to one of the key resources of our planet and
also gives an additional impetus to local eco�
nomic development on the basis of disseminat�
ing innovative approaches to water resources
conservation.» 

I. ZUBKOV, 

Director of the Education Center of Ecology and
Safety, Samara, and coordinator of the project
The Study and Optimization of Samara Regional
Water Resources Management 

Participants in the spring cleaning conservation action
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´YOUTH VOTES FOR HEALTH!ª
PROGRAM

PROGRAM 
FUNDING:

PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT:

The «Youth Votes for Health!» Program was developed and managed by FSD in 2011 with financial support
from the Alcoa Foundation and in partnership with Alcoa industrial facilities in Belaya Kalitva (Alcoa
Metallurg Rus) and Samara (SMZ Russia).

The program is aimed at creating a health infrastructure for the youth and all residents of Kirovsky District of
Samara and the city of Belaya Kalitva, Rostov Oblast, located in areas of Alcoa Company presence in Russia.

In 2011, program activities included the purchase and

installation of 88 new generation street fitness

machines and opening 7 fitness grounds in Kirovsky

District of Samara and 2 in the city of Belaya Kalitva and

in the settlement of Vostochno�Gornyatsky near Belaya

Kalitva. The grounds are, in essence, free outdoor gyms

where anyone can use the different pieces of equip�

ment. In Kirovsky Raion, seven partner schools attend�

ed by 5,500 children took part in the program. In Belaya

Kalitva and Vostochno�Gornyatsky, nearly 2,000 chil�

dren frequent the fitness grounds, while in the morn�

ings and evenings older people come here – teachers

and pensioners who live nearby. 

According to gym teachers from partner schools, the

opening of such facilities is very timely, since they fall

in line with the requirement of conducting a compulso�

ry third gym lesson. Thanks to the fitness grounds, all

«The program "Youth Votes for Health!" is a bright and
interesting project that has become very popular among
both schoolchildren and teachers from partner schools.
The children now have a chance to exercise on new
generation fitness machines and the teachers and
schools have been provided with new sports equipment
for gym lessons or after�school athletic activities of
their pupils. Special guidelines were developed for gym
teachers on how to use this equipment for training
schoolchildren of different ages.

"For the Alcoa Company this project has become anoth�
er wonderful possibility to publicize its proactive stand
regarding life improvement in local communities and to
demonstrate its concerned attitude to the state of health
of the younger generation in our country.»О. KAYOMOVA, 

Community Relations Manager, 
SMZ Alcoa Russia

In any weather and before and after lessons the outdoor fitness ground is
never vacant. Children of all ages come here to exercise. According to a poll
conducted in all partner schools, most of the students visit it 2�3 times 
a week «to improve their health» and bring along siblings and parents



the students of the partner schools exercise for 10�15 minutes three times a week.
Elementary school students who attend after�school child�care groups can also use
this equipment on a daily basis.

However, the goal of the program is not to simply open fitness grounds for active
recreation and leave the schools with the new equipment. Another important objec�
tive is to advertise and make popular a fashion for healthy lifestyles by building a rel�
evant information background. To this end, the program involved contests for the best
plans of health awareness lessons; celebrations devoted to the opening of fitness
grounds with sports performances; a contest for the best emblem and slogans of the
program; and contests of small school research projects.

According to G.Alentyeva, head of the Community Relations Department at Alcoa
Metallurg Rus, the most popular among such activities were the festivals Healthy
School – Healthy Family that were, of course, concentrated on HEALTH as the key
resource and value of the country and of each person individually, especially of a young
person. The festivals served as a reminder that today health is in vogue. The very title
of the program "Youth Votes for Health!" sounds as a slogan.

In the beginning of 2011, a series of contests for teach�
ers and students for the best model elective lessons for
students of 1�10 grades on the topic «Healthy Life Styles
and Safety» were held. The goal of these lessons was to
promote the formation and dissemination of sound
lifestyles among schoolchildren and help school admin�
istrations to focus more attention on student health
issues. A total of 35 teachers and students took part in
the contests.

The participants were offered to develop traditional and
innovative forms of lessons: practical lessons, interactive
discussions of health technologies, presentations, busi�
ness games, the use and joint creation of media projects,
and play lessons for younger schoolchildren. In the autumn
of 2011, the winners of these contests from Samara pre�
sented 38 model lessons at the city schools; and guidelines
for planning lessons on healthy lifestyles were printed
under the program.
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´YOUTH VOTES FOR HEALTH!ª

«The program became a success because of the active participation of both children
and adults, while visits to the fitness grounds have become a necessity for many com�
munity members, who have become aware of the value of their own health. Today it
is fashionable to be healthy in Belaya Kalitva!»

I. SEREDINA, 

training specialist at the Children's Creativity Center in Belaya Kalitva

The program «Youth Votes for Health!» was included in the library of the
best practices for forming healthy lifestyles approved by the Russian
Federation Ministry of Health and Social Development.

The best program emblem
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA
PROGRAM

PROGRAM 
FUNDING:

PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT:

In 2011, under this program that promotes sustainable development through a communications effort to
advertise environmentally and socially responsible small businesses, a brochure «Small Business and
Sustainable Development in Russia: Best Practices» was put out. It contains case histories of successful
environmentally and socially responsible businesses from all over Russia. The 50 best examples of suc�
cessful small businesses were collected in 16 regions of the country and broken down by 9 priority busi�
ness areas:

• Sustainable forest management

• Ecotourism

• Preservation of cultural traditions 
and folk arts and crafts

• Production of agricultural ecoproducts

• Environmental damage reduction

• Waste management

• Environmentally safe innovative 
engineering solutions

• Energy�efficiency

• Social entrepreneurship 

Individual entrepreneur S.Maslikov at his pottery in the
settlement of Nizhniye Tavolgi, Sverdlovskaya Oblast

From the idea of the Great Baikal Trail to business (indi�
vidual entrepreneur A.Suknev, the Republic of Buryatia)

Production of food products from wild plants (Lena
LLC, Kemerovo Oblast)

Soil detoxification technique (Gumat Company, Svirsk,
Irkutsk Oblast)
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA PROGRAM

This book is an amazing collection of 29 case studies, each of which is a success story.
For someone reading it the most interesting may be the business, the history of its
appearance and development and its successful results. However, I was more interested
in those who generated all these ideas and made them real. They achieved this despite
all the red tape, financial constraints and the disbelief of others. Each story is about 
a strong, ambitious and goal�oriented individual.

These people deserve to be known to as many people as possible across the country who
will read their stories, understand their ideas and admire their strong spirit. 

While there are such enthusiasts and daring entrepreneurs, one wants to live and work.
These people are shaping the future of Russia. 

V. POSNER,

journalist and member of FSD Steering Committee

The brochure will be broadly represented through presentations and roundtables in
Moscow, St.Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod, Yekaterinburg and Ufa.

This publication is available at the following pages of FSD internet resources at:

the portal Municipal: http://municipal�sd.ru/node/8
and on FSD website: http://municipal�sd.ru/sites/default/files/Fond_book.pdf

Production of transport vibration protection equipment
(Astron LLC, Sverdlovskaya Oblast)

Production of equipment for wind and solar power sta�
tions (Vetroenergetika Company, Khabarovsk Krai)

Training in farming for youth (Farmers' School Business
Project, Perm Krai)

Production of bioorganic fertilizers 
(GreenPIK Association, Vladimir Oblast)
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SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES PROGRAM

Program period: 2011�2012

The Program is aimed at equipping low income and unemployed citizens living in towns and rural areas with

theoretical and practical skills on how to start, maintain or expand their small businesses. The Program

includes trainings in such areas as increasing employment opportunities, business plan development and

the use of sustainable business principles. Following the training, a business plan contest was held, in which

the winner business plans/projects were selected and their authors were awarded grants for either starting

a new business or expanding an existing one. Trainings and model projects are based on community small

business development priorities and shall become catalysts of changing the local economic and environ�

mental situation.

The successful implementation of the Program will help open new busi�

ness opportunities for people living in dozens of communities and give

them a chance to learn to adapt to new market conditions and to apply

innovative approaches to promoting local sustainable development. One of

the key results of this effort will be the enhancement of business and civic

activity of citizens living in small towns and settlements and the engage�

ment of all possible resources (material, financial and intellectual) for com�

munity development.  The joint programs of FSD and Citi Company are

aimed at gaining precisely these objectives.

Model program communities include Luzhsky, Tosninsky and Gatchinsky

raions of Leningradskaya Oblast; Sasovsky and Kasimovsky raions in

Ryazan Oblast and 5 raions in Moscow Oblast with a center in Kolomensky

Raion.

In June�August 2011, small business development trainings were con�

ducted in 10 model communities. The trainings were announced to over

600 prospective attendees, of which 300 first�time entrepreneurs and

unemployed residents were selected.

In August 2011, in Ryazan Oblast, trainings in small business development

and business planning took place. They were organized by the Fund for

Sustainable Development in collaboration with the Moscow Association of

Entrepreneurs.

Andrei Ivanov, leading expert of the Moscow Association of Entrepreneurs,

conducted a master class Business Planning and Marketing.

Elena Kashporova, certified tax adviser and general director of Juraudit

Taxes and Dues Consultation Center LLC, moderated a workshop/master

class on the subject «Small Business Tax Risks».

Vasily Pakhomov, general director of RG CLUB LLC, led a workshop/mas�

ter class in advertising and public relations.

In Sasovsky Raion, Ryazan Oblast, the training was intended for first time

entrepreneurs. Information about the training was publicized by raion tele�

vision and newspaper. 

Sergei Smirnov, a farmer from Luzhsky Raion, Lenin�
gradskaya Oblast, is developing cattle breeding with
support from the Citi Foundation project

Vasily Pakhomov, general director of RG CLUB LLC,
conducts training on marketing technologies for heads
of raion Small Business Support Centers of Ryazan
Oblast

PROGRAM 
FUNDING:

PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT:
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In the city of Ryazan, training was organized with assistance from the

Ryazan Oblast Government for the heads of business support centers from

25 municipalities of the region.

The attendees of the training received a manual entitled «A Guide to Small

Business. Five Reasons to Start Your Own Business». The municipal busi�

ness support centers will use the received materials to conduct trainings

on a community level.

In Kasimovsky Raion, Ryazan Oblast, trainings were conducted by the local

business support center.

FSD partners from the Kolomna Computer Center provided distance train�

ing in the basics of entrepreneurship for the residents of five raions of

Moscow Oblast.

Training materials are available at www.compcentr.ru.  In October 2011, an

intramural defense of developed business plans was held.

In Leningradskaya oblast, trainings for first�time entrepreneurs and unem�

ployed citizens were offered by small business support centers in Luzhsky

and Tosninsky raions and in the city of Gatchina.

Contests of mini�grants to found and develop a business were held in six

model municipalities among first�time entrepreneurs and unemployed

residents who presented their business plans developed in the course of

trainings offered by the program. As a result of this contest, 15 projects

were approved for funding (from 50,000 to 150,000 rubles). In Ryazan

Oblast, these were projects to improve children's education centers and

agriculture (a goose farm); in Leningradskaya to develop the social serv�

ices sphere, including home nursing for disabled residents, tourism and

farming; in Moscow Oblast to recycle used tyres and upgrade a private

bee farm.

After the end of the training, Elena Kashporova (left),
general director of Juraudit Taxes and Dues Consulta�
tion Center LLC, provided individual consultations to the
attendees, first�time entrepreneurs from Sasovsky
Raion

The project Goose Farm was launched in Kasimovsky
Raion, Ryazan Oblast. Its owner, Tatiana Sokolova, was
able to acquire an incubator and bird feed and success�
fully develop her new farm

Thanks to the Citi Foundation and FSD program, my new business survived
the crisis.

When I first opened a playroom for local children in May 2011, my busi�
ness operated at a 20�30% capacity and the earnings barely covered rent
costs. After the room was equipped with the use of grant funds, its atten�
dance went up to 100%. The project helped me develop my small business
and now Sasovsky Raion has its first ever children's game center.

Olesya Sutyagina,

proprietor of a children's playroom in the city of Sasovo, Ryazan Oblast
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INTERNET PROJECT
ELECTRONIC JOURNAL
LOCAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In 2011, the electronic journal Local Sustainable Development (http://www.
fsdejournal.ru) founded by the Fund for Sustainable Development in 2010 continued
to actively publish information to disseminate successful FSD practices through inde�
pendent digital media.  By the end of 2011, the 4 issues of the journal carried nearly
150 publications. 

The authors of the journal are scientists and heads of academic institutions (V. Danilov�
Danilyan, V. Pryazhinskaya, E. Venetsianov, D. Pavlov, R. Perelet, V. Neronov,
A. Martynov and V. Arthukhov), federal and regional government officials, entrepre�
neurs and experts (S. Bugrov, Nizhny Novgorod Branch of FGBU Russia Energy
Agency at the RF Ministry of Energy, E. Repetskaya, NP expert, A. Kuligin, Ural Energy�
Efficiency and Ecology Center, To Ken Sik, Sakhalin Energy), managers and staff of
biosphere reserves (Y. Marin and M. Brynskikh), NGO representatives (V. Belogolovov,
S. Pleshakov, O. Zhitkevich and O. Tremasova). The journal is quite popular, with from
500 to 600 visits a month and  is of interest to municipal government officials, the
general public, NGOs and the scientific community, who have received an accessible
and independent internet resource and a possibility to share opinions and ideas with
the help of modern digital technology.

In 2011, a new section, «Partner Publications», was opened at the journal. It includes
articles from local journals of FSD partners, such as Communities and Alliances, put
out by Green House, a Khabarovsk NGO and The World of Baikal. Thus, a broad range
of readers interested in local community development initiatives and programs is able
to access this information.

In 2011, two new columns were added to the journal («Expert Opinion» and «An�
nouncements»); a discussion devoted to innovative approaches to energy�efficiency
was begun; and information about interesting and useful workshops and online webi�
nars and announcements of new books on the subjects of the journal was placed. The
journal has a Facebook account and its new publications are announced via an RSS
on another FSD internet resource, the portal Municipal (www.municipal�sd.ru).

Editorial board of the journal: V. Danilov�Danilyan, O. Fokin and R. Butovsky; E. Milanova,
executive editor; and B. Chigarev, technical support and site design.

Welcome to the FSD journal! Send your ideas, thematic reviews and case histories of
local development (see contact information on the journal's site).

«The journal contributes to raising public
awareness about sustainable develop�
ment issues, which is especially timely in
view of the forthcoming RIO+20 Sum�
mit: global challenges (climate change,
decrease of biodiversity, "dirty" energy
production and changing water balance)
and local solutions (low�carbon alterna�
tive municipal energy production, com�
munity energy�saving, water management
optimization, biodiversity preservation,
protected areas and the development of
a "green" economy in Russia).»

E. MILANOVA, 
executive editor 
Local Sustainable Development journal
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INTERNET PROJECT
MUNICIPAL
PORTAL AND THEMATIC COMMUNITY

Municipal is intended for a broad range of users: leadership and staff of government agencies; local self�
government; academic and education institutions; expert and non�governmental organization; students; and
active citizens interested in improving life in their communities.

In 2011, the number of the thematic community members reached 200. The portal has an «Expert Column»
and carries a multitude of useful materials including methodological and legislative information and docu�
ments that are placed in the «Basics» section.

Moderators of the Municipal thematic community:

• Prof. A. Shirokov, Department of State and Municipal Governance at the Institute of State Governance and
Law, State Management University, 3rd Class Government Councilor of State, Fellow of the Russian
Municipal Academy.

• Prof. S. Yurkova,  Department  of State and Municipal Governance at the Academy of Social Management,
and assistant professor at the Department of State and Municipal Governance at the Civil Officers
Advanced Training Institute and director of the Agency for Territorial Development.

• R. Butovsky Ph.D., FSD Program Director and member of FSD Advisory Committee.

Members of the thematic community  receive expert consultations at the portal on questions related to
municipal governance at the section «Best Practices» and become acquainted with  best practical solutions
to community issues and also share their own experience in the same section. 

In 2011, consolidated reviews on two topics were developed with the participation of experts, members of
the Municipal thematic community, and over 30 authors:

• Practical mechanisms and the role of pilot environmental and social projects in environmentally orient�
ed sustainable community development.

• The prospect of further improving the territorial structure of local�self�government: priority development
of urban districts, urban agglomerations or middle or small settlements.

Experts send their articles for placement in the electronic journal Local Sustainable Development, which is
one of the components of the Municipal portal.

In 2011, the portal conducted an open survey on the following question: «Do you agree that local issues and
authority of deciding them need to be considerably altered?»

The sections «Announcements and Events» and «News» presented materials on events and the most inter�
esting activities in the sphere of local self�government, including information about seminars, contests,
forums, conferences and trainings.

In 2011, the internet 
portal Municipal 

www.municipal�sd.ru
created by FSD, as well as 
a thematic community of 

the same title continued their
progress having become an
open digital location for over
24,000 communities in the
country who now can share
ideas and disseminate best

municipal practices. 
The portal and thematic com�

munity are a component of
the integrated portal

www.solex�un.ru that is
based on technology devel�

oped under the UNDP
Solutions Exchange.
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PUBLICATION PROJECT
MUNICIPAL MEDIATHEQUE

In 2011, the Fund for Sustainable Development put out the first six discs of the series
of Municipal Mediatheque multimedia guidelines. 

Municipal MEDIATHEQUE is a unique product that incorporates documents and mate�
rials on a broad range of theoretical questions and issues related to the subject of sus�
tainable community development and describes the practical experience of imple�
menting projects in communities in Russia. The mediatheque is being compiled by
experts in the field of municipal governance and community development.

The series of multi�media training guides is intended for a broad range of users: lead�
ership and staff of government agencies; local self�government; academic and edu�
cation institutions; expert and non�governmental organization; students specializing
in the subject of state and municipal governance; and active citizens interested in
improving life in their communities.

Disc 1�2.  TRAINING COURSE "BASICS OF LOCAL SELF�GOVERNMENT AND 
MUNICIPAL GOVERNANCE. Part 1 

Authors: 
Prof. A. Shirokov, Department of State and Municipal Governance at the Institute of

State Governance and Law, State Management University, 3rd Class Government
Councilor of State, Fellow of the Russian Municipal Academy.

Prof. S.Yurkova,  Department  of State and Municipal Governance at the Academy of
Social Management, and assistant professor at the Department of State and
Municipal Governance at the Civil Officers Advanced Training Institute and director
of the Agency for Territorial Development.

The discs include 5 topics of the course (Part 1), each of which contains a video lec�
ture, the text of the lecture, a presentation on the subject and a list of literature. 

Disc 3�4.  TRAINING COURSE «TERRITORIAL MARKETING: THEORY AND PRACTICE»

Author:
Prof. T. Sachuk, chair of the Economics and Finance Department of the Karelia Branch

of the Russian Academy of the National Economy and Civil Service at the RF
President, and the head of its Municipal Consulting Service.

The discs include a full course consisting of 9 topics, each of which contains a video
lecture, the text of the lecture, a presentation on the subject and a list of literature. 

Disc 5�6. MATERIALS DEMONSTRATING PRACTICAL EXAMPLES FROM 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS MANAGED BY THE FUND
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Authors: FSD team

The disc is devoted to the experience of FSD accumulated in the course of working on
energy�efficiency projects. Disc 6 includes results of the Community Development
Support Program in Russia (2006�2011) and the basic technologies of FSD work.
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2011 FSD FINANCIAL 
PERFORMANCE

The financial management system of the Fund for Sustainable Development meets all the requirements of
the Russian legislation to non�profit organizations and is based on the principles of transparency, efficien�
cy and reasonable spending of donor funds. In 2011, the audit firm RTF�Audit LLC conducted two audits of
FSD financial and accounting reporting: a review of the targeted use of resources granted by the United
States Agency for International Development and of FSD financial reporting policies and procedures in
accordance with the Russian legislation. Both audits resulted in positive evaluations of FSD activities.

FSD balance as of December 31, 2010 – 757,000 rub.

Type of expenditure: Thous. rub.

1. Donations / Grants/Philanthropy / Target Financing under 
technical assistance to address regional and community social 
and conservation concerns 9,215

2. Target grant management 7,503

3. FSD administrative staff payroll, including payments to funds 5,842

4. Equipment, office supplies and consumables 234

5. Office rent and maintenance 3,743

6. Administrative costs  for  statutory activities 866

Total expenditures 27,403

Program Donor Thous. rub.

1. Community Development Support Program based on 
Information and Communication Technologies USAID 13,352

2. Community Development Support Program USAID 2,912

3. «Youth Votes for Health!» ALCOA Foundation Program ALCOA Foundation 7,224

4. Rational Water Management for Sustainable Development 
ALCOA Foundation Program ALCOA Foundation 6,779

5. Promoting Sustainable Development in Russia 
CITI Foundation Program CITI Foundation 4,305

6. Small Business Development in Local Communities 
CITI Foundation Program CITI Foundation 4,331

Receipts from FSD business activity  committed for Payments for services from legal   
statutory activities entities and individuals in the RF 131

Total received funds 39,034

FUNDING RECEIVED IN 2011 FOR FSD PROGRAMS:

2011 Expenditure Structure

FSD balance as of 31.12.2011 – 12, 388 thous. rub.
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FSD MANAGEMENT AND STAFF

• Oleg Fokin, Executive Director

• Ruslan Butovsky, PhD (Biology), Program Director

• Elena Lvoutina, PhD (Technical Sciences), Director for Development and
Communications

• Olga Mashkova, Financial Director

• Elena Leonova, Administrative Director

• Elena Bondarchuk, PhD (Economics), Projects Manager

• Andrei Volkov, PhD (Geography), Projects Manager

• Elena Milanova, PhD (Geography), Projects Manager

• Andrey Zaytsev, PhD (Geography), Projects Manager

• Marina Alexandrova, Deputy Financial Director

• Sergei Levin, IT specialist

• Boris Chigarev, PhD (Physics and Mathematics), IT specialist

• Marina Sadovnikova, Chief Accountant

• Marina Porozhnyakova, Accountant

• Galina Glagoleva, Translator

• Svetlana Lipatova, Payroll Assistant

• Tatiana Yevseyeva, Attending Personnel
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We extend our appreciation to our partners and friends for
their support and participation in FSD activities in 2011:

Alentyeva G.
Avramenko T. 
Bachinskaya T.
Belogolovov V.
Borodavko N.
Chizhevsky A.
Danilov�Danilyan V.
Dubizhanskaya E. 
Felitti Barbara 
Frolova O.

Grigoryeva G.
Kayomova O.
Kazakov Yu.
Kisileva E.
Kupchik M.
Levintal A. 
Maximov A. 
Pankov V.
Pierstorff Carol 
Pleshakov S. 

Ponomareva S.
Posner V.
Rykhlikova M.
Sachuk T.
Seredina I.
Shadrin A.
Sheldon Bennet 
Shiltsova N.
Shirokov A.
Strukova L.

Tsykalo E.
Volkova E.
Yashin A..
Yurgens I.
Yurkova S.
Zhestkova O.
Zubkova N.

Financial Support to FSD Programs and
Projects in 2011 was granted by:
• United States Agency for International Development

• ALCOA Foundation

• CITI Foundation (United Way International/CITI Foundation) 

Partner Organizations:

• RF Ministry of Economic Development

• Territorial Development Agency, Moscow

• Green House, Khabarovsk Regional Charitable NGO

• Buryatia Regional Association on Lake Baikal NGO, Ulan�Ude

• Environmental Education and Information Center, Sverdlovskaya Regional NGO, Yekaterinburg

• Low Impact Technologies Center (branch of Dront Ecological Center NGO), Nizhny Novgorod

• Media Resources for Education, Electronic Publishing House at the Research and Production
Organization LLC, Bryansk

• Big Business journal

• Municipal Governance journal

• Municipal Governance Practice journal

• Business and Society journal

• Municipal Communities and Alliances journal

• Ecology and Life journal

• RF Center for Environmental Policy and Culture (Tula Regional Office)

• RF Public Chamber

• United Nations Development Program in Russia

• Institute of Water Problems at the Russian Academy of Sciences

• Institute of Contemporary Development

• Donor Forum

• American Chamber of Commerce and Industry

• Moscow House of Public Organizations

• Training Center for Ecology and Safety, Samara

The publication of this  report has become possible in part  thanks to the support of the American people provided  through the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID). The Fund for Sustainable Development is responsible for its content and opin�
ions expressed in it  may not necessarily represent those of USAID or the Government of the United States.
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